The paper introduces a reachability predicate for linear lists, develops the elementary axiomatic theory of the predicate, and illustrates its appiicadon to program verification wKh a formal proof of correctness for a short program that traverses and splices linear lists.
UJ+V3
For n > 1 wc define u xl,.~.,~n~v to be the conjunction f =u~xÃ xiom A5 says that the relation u~? is "almost total" in that it relates either (z, y) or (y, z); the only proviso is that one of z, y must be reachable from u: if either are reachable, one occurs at least as soon as the other. Since A5 is symmetric in z and y; it suffices to prove that the consequent holds if u~z: 
That is, if v is reachable and w isn't, then v is reachable without using w. The proof of L2 is:
The next axiom, A6, connects the two relations~? and ? --t '?.
It says that if, starting from u, z occurs at least as soon as y which occurs at least as soon as z; then y is reachable from z without passing through z. Its proof is very much like A4's:
For, assuming the antecedent, we conclude from A6~~V that ,V~w, hence, by Al, v = w.
From A4, A5, and L3 it follows that the predicate u -$+? is transitive, almost total, and anti-symmetric; thus it is a total order on the set of clcmcnts reachable from u.
Axiom A7 says that to reach v from f(u), it does not help to pass through u. This is obvious, since passing through u returns to the starting point j(u).
The other half of A7 follows from A3. s
One useful consequence of A7 is
That is, if z is reachable from u, but u is circular and doesn't contain z except possibly u = z, then u = z. The proof of L4, by contradiction, is:
The proof of L5 is left to the reader.
The last axiom, A8, identifies the reachability relation for f '~) with -that for f, provided that passing through p is forbidden. Its proof requires
ProoJ (Induction on n.) If n = O, the lemma reduces to u = u, or trrrc. Suppose the lemma true for given n, and suppose (f ';')<n+w # P
From (1) wc conclude (f '~~) < '(u) # p, hence, since we arc supposing the Icmma true for n,
Now we derive (f (g~)~+l(u)
which is the equality that was to be proved. B
Note that Lemma O has the corollary
A very similar proof (the same except that the. analogues of (1) and (2) are used in the opposite order) establishes
Given these lemmas and corollaries A8 fo!lows immediately:
=U>vW e would like to be able to simplify expressions of the form f (P) u + v, even without a p below the arrow. We will derive such a simplification rule from A8 and the auxiliary identity:
L6 says that if v K reachable from u, then it IS reachable either by passing through p or by not passing through p. Its proof is f u~v
The other half of L6 follows from A2. B Using L6 we can prove the important identity:
That is, to any path traced by f '~) there corresponds either a path traced by f that does not pass through p, or two paths each traced by f such that the last element of one path is p and the first element of dre other path is q. When f is replaced by f '~) the paths will be joined. Tracing the joined path wdl require applying f '~) to p, whereas in tracurg the two paths individually f is never applied to P: hence the appearance of the conjunct p # z. To remember thk formula It helps to note that for each of the arrows on the right hand side, If the variable to the right of the arrow is added to the set beneath it, the result is {p, v, z}. The proof of L7 is
u~vv ( There is one disjunct corresponding to each ordered subset of {1, 2,.. ., n}; the disjunct corresponding to {ii, ..., ik} says that v is rcachcd by going from u to p,,, then from q,, to p,,, then from q,, to pa, . . . and finally from q,, to v.
The disjunct must include the constraint z @ {?%l,. ... F&).
If tie p's are not known to be distinct, the disjunct inchrdcs the constraint Aj, j':I<j Sk Al<j'<n Aj'>i, :Pj' #p,, ),wllich guarantees that the modified function's value at each p,, is g,,, rather
Man gj) for some j' > if. Wc will encounter an example later.
Notation for programs
Our notation is essentially the same as Dijkstra's [2], but we avoid scoping brackets in favor of initializing guards, we contrive a closed form for the weakest precondition of an annotated iteration, and we allow parametrized procedures, as described below.
We use the ordinary scalar assignment operation z := t. The non-scalar assignment f(u) := t is regarded as an abbreviation for := f 'Y; tfrLLStie~rget of every assignment is a variable. scalar or not.
We write if P+SO D7P+Slfi and do P+ Sod where othem write if P then So eke S1
and while P do S respectively. We also insert loop invariant; do { Q}P~S od is operationally equivalent to do P + S od, but proclaims that Q is true each time P is tested. TN only scoping convention we use is the initializing guard; thus for example if z : P(z) a S% introduces a local variable x whose initial value satisfies P and whose scope is S. If no such z exists, the command aborts. It is not required that z be constant in S; the state space of S has one more dimension than the state space of the enclosing block. Nor is it required that P(z) bc invariaotly true within S.
To specify that a procedure named S has the "by name" parameter u and the "by value" parameter v, and that the truth of P at entrance to S assures the truth of Q at exit, we write
Here P is a predicate over a space whose coordinates are u and v; Q is a predicate over a space whose coordinates are u, v, and Uo.
(In other words, P has no free variables besides u and v; and Q has none besides u, v, and Uo,) The purpose of U. is to allow Q to refer to the initial value of u, which may differ from the final value. For example, {z > y} z: Down(y) {ZII > z > Y} means that Down is a procedure that decreases its first argument to some value no smaller than its second argument, provided that initially the first argument exceeds the second.
We use multiple parameters (e.g., U1,..., tin: S(q, . . . . Vm)), with the obvious meaning.
If S is a command and R is a predicate, then wp(S, R) is the predicate "to activate S would establish R". For example,
Similarly, wlp(S, R) is the predicate "to activate S would not establish 1 R", or equivalently, "to activate S would either establish R, or cause an aborted computation or an infinite loop." We will work wi~wlp instead of wp so that we can avoid termination proofs. The equations for wlp that wc will need are wlp(z := t,l?) = R:
wlp(if x:P~S fi, R) = (Vz : P : wp(S, R))
Here arc translations into English, WI: changing z to equal t will establish R, if what R says about z is true of L W2: the compound sratcmcnt SO; S1 will establish R, if SO will establish a state from which S'l will csrablish R. W3: an alternating construct will establish R, if each applicable case will csrablish R. (The corresponding equation
for wp requires that some case bc applicable, to guarantee against abortion.) W4 (only valid if R contains no free occurrence of z):
if z: P~S fi will csrablish R provided that for any legal initial value of z, S will establish R, W5: the loop will establish R, provided that the invariant is true initially, and that for any vahzc to which the changing variable u may be set during tbc coorsc of tbc computation -i,c., for any value satisfying tbc loop invariant Q-citbcr the guard is false and the postcondition has been established, or else the guard is true and the activation of the loop body will re-establish the loop invariant. We wrote u: S(v) in this equation to make explicit that u was the only variable that was changing. If the body of the loop is a compound statement the equation can still be used, provided that every target variable of the loop body is quantified over.
The remainder of this section may be skipped by those who have no interest in it: it contains a derivation of a weakest precondition equation for procedure calls. We formally define the meaning of
where u and v are distinct variables, P is a predicate on u, v, Q k a predicate on u, Uo, and V, and S is a name, to be: for any distinct variables x and y, "z: S(y)" is a transformer on predicates over z and y that satisfies:
P; a wlp(x: S(y), Q:)~.
That is, if P(z, g) is true, then the conditions on (z, y, Uo) that suffice for z: S(y) to establish Q(z, y, Uo) are true of (z, y, z). Note that in (l), the transformer z: S(y) acts only on the first two coordinates of the predicate Q(t, y, Uo).
It follows from (1) that value ro, it satisfies Vz, y ::
That is, every object starting in the set r{a) is now in the set r(b), and all other objects are in the same set they used to be in. Thus a's set IS merged mto b's. (We will rake our umverse to be the set of records mampulated by the algorithm, so that we can use unbounded quantification m the mvariants.) In order to find those z's where r(z) most be charrjcd it will be necessary to enumerate sets; we therefore assume that the initial state satisfies Vz, y :: (r(z) = r(y)) = x~y.
That Is, we have a hnk field g such that z and y are in the same set if and only if z is rcachablc from y via q. It follows that each set is linked into a circular list by q, that is:
The proof of B1 is: Thus S1 establishes R1 given Q1; the implementation of S1 will be described later. S2 splices two circular lists into one; its precondition Q2 requires that a and b point into diffcrerrt circular lists, since if they pointed into the same lis~the splice operation would have an unexpected effect. The fourth conjunct in Q2 IS redundant, but is inchrdcd to keep Q2 symmetric in a and b. The postcondition R2 characterizes the effect on reachability -via-g of splicing two circular lists linked by q. We do not include Q1 in the precondition for S2, so we cannot, for example, replace the z % a in R2 with a $ x. The splice operation has nothing to do wtth r, so to include Q1 would be to give up generality unnecessarily.
To verify the given implementation of Union we must verify both cases of the if statement, The r-(4) = r-(b) case is valid because
The proof of B2 is left to the reader.
Next we show that the precondition for S2 is true at entry; this We will double-check by doing a simple predicate calculation that checks that the verification is complete. The calculation is as boring as casting out nines, but it works. We will require W6 from the end of section 3.
In the following, we write P += Q for Q~P. To tit the calculation between the margins, we break it into two parts, checking first that Q1 A r(a) # r+) =$ Wp(K S1; q: S2, Q1 A Rl)::9° (1) To prove 
Verification of S1
The purpose of S1 is to change r-(z) for all I such that a % z. We will operate on the elements in the order q(a), q(q(a)), . . . . a; in the general state of the loop there will be some element c that is the last that has been operated on, and in this general state it will be true that:
That is, r(z) has become ro(b) for all z between q(a) and c inclusive, and r is otherwise unchanged. Q3 is easy to establish for c = q(a), and Q3 A c = a implies the postcondition R 1 that we are to establish. Thus we derive the loop: 
=T H Next we show that the postcondition will hold when the loop is exited; that is:
The proof of B6 is:
TI Finally we must show that the loop invariant is really invariant
Note that the unlabeled part of the loop invariant, q(a)~c, is invariant under c := q(c), by U.
(We add q(a) % u to the antecedent of B7 because we will need it; it is justified by Q1 (the precondition for S1) and B1.)
The proof of B7 is the first non-trivial reasoning about reachability encountered in the proof of Union. It is an instance of the following general pattern: suppose that we are processing the elements of a list that starts at u and ends at v, and that the pointer varying in the 100P is w. Then we will have an invariant of the form (VZ: (u~z = Processed(z))
A (= u~z a Unprocessed(x)))
In order to prove that &is invariant is main~ined when w is assigned J(w) and the new element~(w) is processed, it will be necessary to prove that f~=(u+zvz= f(w))! 'ĩ n other words that the interval from u to j(w) is equal to the interval from u to w cxtcndcd by the element j(w).
But this is false if j(w) "hooks back" into the interval between u and w. our first ]CIIMTMk that if such hooks are forbidden, then the equality holds:
The reason that the list can't hook is that we are in the midst of processing the interval from u to v; if moving from w to~(w) returned LIS to an already-processed elcmen~then v would not be reachable from u. This explains our second lemma:
We will Note that before renaming r to r', the variable r. was not "free for r" in the formula, so the substitution ;" could not be moved in.
The verification of S2
Two circular lists can be spliced by exchanging any pointer in one with any pointer in the other; so S2 can be implemented: This completes the verification of S2, hence of Union.
Concluding remarks
Some readers may be dismayed by tic effort required to verify such a short program, but the critical question is the asymptotic rate of growth of proof size versus program size, not the constant of proportionality. Even m our small example program, the calculations with the reachability predicate were already, perhaps, the minority of the work; a good deal of it concerned r or the relation between r and q, and had nothing to do with reachability via q. This su~ests that in verifying large programs, the obstacle will be their size, not the mampulatlons they perform upon pointers-a conclusion that should be no surprise, but is worth stating explicitly since one often encounters vague negative remarks along the lines of "you will run into programs that play fast and loose with pointers, and you won't be able to do anything with them".
Various decision problems are suggested by the theory. The axiomatic system AO-A8 can be formulated as a first-order system with one predicate and two function symbols by regarding~(u) as shorthand for apply( f, u),~'~~as shorthand for store (~, u, v) , and f u~v as shorthand for rcach (j, u, v, z 
